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Consumers have looked to save money due to their financial constraints. This has meant that some have adopted more sustainable laundry habits in an effort to save money.

**Shorter cycles and colder washes will become more commonplace** if performance matches expectations.
Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for the laundry and fabric care market

• Product development and marketing to target split and mixed loads
• The potential of alternative product formats
• Prove product efficacy to encourage shorter and colder washes

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five year outlook for laundry and fabric care
• Market composition between detergents and ancillaries remains consistent
• 2023 expected to be a stronger year for fabric conditioners
• Persil strengthens position in laundry detergents
• Fairy goes from strength to strength in fabcons
• A mixed picture for big name brands in wash treatments

What consumers want and why

• Fabric damage from washes and sustainable fashion trends
• 25-34s are the most responsible for laundry tasks
  - Graph 1: responsibility for doing the laundry, 2022-23
• Online presence will appeal to younger consumers
• Younger consumers are also using cold washes more frequently
  - Graph 2: attitudes towards laundry and fabric care, 2023
• Cold washers have noticed a drop in performance
  - Graph 3: attitudes towards ‘washing at lower temperatures negatively impacts the cleaning performance’ by wash temperature usage, 2023

Innovation and marketing

• Fabric conditioner launch activity peaks in 2022
  - Graph 4: new fabric care product launches, by sub-category, 2019-23
• Stain removal becomes of utmost concern
• General ethical and environmental claims are almost ubiquitous
  - Graph 5: leading claims on new fabric care product launches, 2021-23
• Brands push fragrance to differentiate
MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size
- Graph 6: market size for laundry, fabric conditioners and fabric care products, 2019-23 (prepared October 2023)
  - Growing consumer confidence provides another spark

Market forecast
- Overall upwards momentum across laundry and fabric care
- Future market will slow compared to 2022 and 2023
- Opportunities to develop over the next five years

Market segmentation
- Market composition between detergents and ancillaries remains consistent
- Consumer confidence translates into higher priced products
- Laundry detergent value sales reach new heights
- A return to normality boosts specialist detergents
- Fabric care outperforms fabric conditioners in 2022
- 2023 expected to be a stronger year for fabric conditioners

Distribution channels
- Discounters get a boost
  - Graph 7: type of retailer typically used to buy household care, 2023
- Discounters benefit from price focus

Market share
- Persil strengthens position in laundry detergents
- Persil invests in sensitivity and performance
- Success for Surf and own-label
- Lenor and Fairy are big winners in fabric conditioners, Comfort struggles
- Fairy goes from strength to strength
- Wash treatments
- A mixed picture for big name brands
- Own-label alternatives for laundry cleansers

Macro-economic factors
- Graph 8: GDP, 2021-23
- Graph 9: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23
- Graph 10: the financial wellbeing index, 2016-23
- Graph 11: the financial confidence index, 2016-23
Fabcons represents a more discretionary purchase
- Graph 12: priorities given to different types of household care product*, 2023

Financial pressures reduce spend on luxuries

**Behavioural and environmental factors**
- Cold wash is here to stay
- Greenwashing scrutiny will increase
- Consumer climate strategies: prevention and adaption
- Sustainable clothing means gentler laundry routines

**WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY**

**Laundry tasks and responsibilities**
- 25-34s are most likely to be carrying out laundry tasks
  - Graph 13: responsibility for doing the laundry, 2022-23
- Online presence will appeal to younger consumers
- Gender disparities remain amongst laundry chores and purchases...
  - Graph 14: responsibility for performing laundry tasks, and buying laundry detergents and fabric care products, by gender, 2023
- ... but are less vast amongst younger men

**Laundry frequency**
- Laundry frequency remains lower amidst cost-of-living crisis...
  - Graph 15: laundry frequency, 2021-23
- ...and is amplified amongst less wealthy consumers
- Parents bear the load
- Parents bear the load
  - Graph 16: laundry frequency, by presence of children in the home, 2023
- Children drive laundry frequency
- Provide alternatives to frequent washes

**Usage of laundry and fabric care products**
- Concentrated liquid/gel detergents dominates usage
  - Graph 17: types of laundry detergents used, 2022-23
- The future of liquid formats
- Laundry sheets are on the up
- Washing machine cleaners continue ascent
  - Graph 18: types of fabric care products used, 2022-23
- A desire for antibacterial action in laundry and fabric care
Laundry temperatures
- Temperatures of washing typical laundry items
  - Graph 19: laundry wash temperatures, 2023
- Cold setting is higher amongst younger consumers
- Educate consumers on the money-saving potential of cold washes
- Warmer washes for household items

Typical laundry routines
- Typical laundry routines and how brands can target consumer sets
  - Graph 20: typical laundry routines, 2023
- Men are mixing colours more often than women
  - Graph 21: typical laundry routines, by gender, 2023
- Ancillary products with multiple benefits will appeal to a wider set of consumers
- Scent in laundry and fabric care
- Enhanced formulations for a stronger scent

Attitudes towards laundry and fabric care
- Wash less with washless laundry care
- Wash less with washless laundry care
  - Graph 22: attitudes towards laundry and fabric care, 2023
- Fabric refreshers can support material longevity and facilitate sustainable fashion trends
  - Graph 23: attitudes towards laundry and fabric care, 2023
- Cold washers have noticed a drop in performance
  - Graph 24: attitudes towards 'washing at lower temperatures negatively impacts the cleaning performance' by wash temperature usage, 2023
- Guide consumer purchase based on behaviours
  - Graph 25: agreement with 'I would pay more for laundry products from beauty and personal care brands', by age, 2023
- A different approach to laundry and fabric care
  - Graph 26: agreement with 'purchasing laundry products online directly from a brand (eg Smol) is easier than purchasing in-store', by age, 2023

INNOVATION AND MARKETING TRENDS

Launch activity and innovation
- Fabric care is second most prominent NPD category
  - Graph 27: share of new household care product launches, by category, 2019-23
- Fabric conditioner launch activity peaks in 2022
  - Graph 28: share of new fabric care product launches, by sub-category, 2019-23
- New product launches attempt to add value to consumer lives
• Stain removal becomes of utmost concern
  - Graph 29: share of new laundry detergent launches, by format type, 2019-23
• Laundry sheets are becoming more prevalent
• General ethical and environmental claims are almost ubiquitous
  - Graph 30: leading claims on new fabric care product launches, 2021-23
• Focus on ethical and environmental claims
• Biodegradability is more on the agenda
  - Graph 31: share of new fabric care product launches, by launch type, 2019-23
• Repackagings for value and sustainability
• P&G accounts for a third of all NPD
• Big brands lead on product development
  - Graph 32: share of new fabric care product launches, by branded vs own-label, 2019-23
• Own-label is becoming more experimental
• Brands become more conceptual with fragrances
  - Graph 33: share of new fabric care launches, by fragrance component group, 2021-23
• Brands push fragrance to differentiate

Advertising and marketing activity
- Graph 34: total above-the-line, online display and direct mail ad expenditure on laundry and fabric care, 2019-23
• Leading advertisers for adspend
  - Graph 35: total above-the-line, online display and direct mail advertising expenditure on laundry and fabric care, by leading advertisers, 2022
• Ariel’s Platinum Pods + Extra Stain Removal
• Ariel markets Platinum Pods to meet consumer trends
• Dettol’s reputation for health and hygiene is important for germ killing claims
• Antibacterial desires have remained in laundry care
• Vanish ad, Me, My Autism and I, wins the Channel 4 Diversity in Advertising Award, 2022
• Raising autism awareness and promoting education

BRAND RESEARCH
- Graph 36: key metrics for selected brands operating in the laundry and fabric care category, 2023
- Graph 37: attitudes towards and usage of selected brands operating in the laundry and fabric care category, 2023

APPENDIX
Market forecast data and methodology
• Market forecast and prediction intervals (value)
• Forecast methodology
Report scope and definitions

• Market definition
• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• Consumer research methodology
• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage